Integration of navigated brain stimulation data into radiosurgical planning: potential benefits and dangers.
Radiosurgical treatment of brain lesions near motor or language eloquent areas requires careful planning to achieve the optimal balance between effective dose prescription and preservation of function. Navigated brain stimulation (NBS) is the only non-invasive modality that allows the identification of functionally essential areas by electrical stimulation or inhibition of cortical neurons analogous to the gold-standard of intraoperative electrical mapping. To evaluate the feasibility of NBS data integration into the radiosurgical environment, and to analyze the influence of NBS data on the radiosurgical treatment planning for lesions near or within motor or language eloquent areas of the brain. Eleven consecutive patients with brain lesions in presumed motor or language eloquent locations eligible for radiosurgical treatment were mapped with NBS. The radiosurgical team prospectively analyzed the data transfer and classified the influence of the functional NBS information on the radiosurgical treatment planning using a standardized questionnaire. The semi-automatized data transfer to the radiosurgical planning workstation was flawless in all cases. The NBS data influenced the radiosurgical treatment planning procedure as follows: improved risk-benefit balancing in all cases, target contouring in 0 %, dose plan modification in 81.9 %, reduction of radiation dosage in 72.7 % and treatment indication in 63.7 % of the cases. NBS data integration into radiosurgical treatment planning is feasible. By mapping the spatial relationship between the lesion and functionally essential areas, NBS has the potential to improve radiosurgical planning safety for eloquently located lesions.